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Abstract: Voices UP!, a play developed and performed collectively with participants 
from Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, illustrates the use of theatre as an innovative 
evaluation method for data collection, analysis, and knowledge translation. Th is art­
ful process can convey complex, experiential evaluation findings and create engaging 
opportunities for learning, while building relationships and skills among partici­
pants. In this article we describe the creation process utilized for this theatre-based 
evaluation project, as well as guiding principles and lessons learned for evaluators 
who may want to engage in similar theatre-based participatory work. 
Keywords: arts-based evaluation, knowledge translation, participatory evaluation, 
research-based theatre 
Résumé : Voices UP! , une pièce de théâtre communautaire créée et interprétée 
collectivement avec des participants du Downtown Eastside de Vancouver, illus­
tre l’utilisation du théâtre comme méthode d’évaluation novatrice pour la collecte 
de données, l’analyse et l’application des connaissances. Ce processus artistique 
peut transmettre des résultats d’évaluations complexes et expérientiels et créer des 
mécanismes d’apprentissage intéressants, tout en construisant des relations et des 
compétences entre les participants. Dans cet article, nous décrivons le processus 
de création employé pour ce projet d’évaluation fondé sur le théâtre, ainsi que les 
principes directeurs et les leçons apprises pour les évaluateurs et évaluatrices qui 
souhaiteraient s’engager dans un travail participatif similaire basé sur le théâtre. 
Mots clé : évaluation fondée sur les arts, traduction des connaissances, évaluation 
participative, recherche basée sur le théâtre 
 SETTING THE SCENE 
In 1999, the University of British Columbia (UBC) founded the Learning Exchange 
to foster engagement between the university and communities of Vancouver’s 
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Downtown Eastside (DTES) (Towle & Leahy, 2016). The DTES is an inner-city 
area made up of a diverse set of overlapping neighbourhoods, rich in history and 
art, many of whose residents face multiple barriers—including homelessness, pov­
erty, and gentrification, as well as negative public perceptions and stigma (City of 
Vancouver, 2014; Eagle Bear, 2016). To serve the needs of the DTES community, 
the Learning Exchange brings together local residents, university students, and 
faculty members with a range of programming rooted in asset-based community 
development (Towle & Leahy, 2016), knowledge sharing, and skill building— 
programs such as the Learning Lab. 
Experimental from the beginning, the Learning Lab was created in 2013 as a 
low-barrier “middle space” between more formal learning opportunities, such as 
structured English conversation classes, and a drop-in style environment. Its aim 
is to motivate community members to try new things, build relationships, and ex­
plore leadership roles. Ideas for Learning Lab activities were gathered directly from 
the community, and took the form of ongoing clubs—such as chess, Mahjong, and 
math clubs—as well as diverse workshops, from robotics to button-blanket mak­
ing. Reflecting a strengths-based approach, the Learning Lab aimed to create activi­
ties that could be self-sustaining, run by and for community members who were 
engaged as fellow learners and facilitators, with the support of Learning Exchange 
staff and university students. Learning Lab staff define leadership on a continuum, 
acknowledging that leading may look different for each community member, and 
encouraging learners and facilitators to discover what leadership means to them 
and to lead from where they are at. 
We undertook an evaluation of the Learning Lab in 2015 to determine pro­
gram outcomes and future directions. The objectives that required evaluation 
included to what extent the program (a) established a range of “middle space” edu­
cational activities that supported weekly participation by community members; 
(b) built new connections with external partners that supported diverse program­
ming; and (c) developed activities cooperatively sustained and facilitated by local 
residents (Leyland, 2016). In accordance with the program’s values, we sought 
evaluation methods that were participatory, creative, and fun and would support 
community engagement. In addition to a larger program evaluation that drew on 
a variety of more traditional quantitative and qualitative methods and a mixture 
of data sources, from semi-structured interviews to attendance sheets (Leyland, 
2016), we initiated a theatre-based evaluation project. The Learning Exchange had 
previously explored ethnotheatre as a means of capturing program participants’ 
voices (Balyasnikova, Higgins, & Hume, 2017; Gillard & Balyasnikova, 2015), 
and the Learning Lab had facilitated several collaborative art-making projects. 
Drawing on these experiences, and rooting the work in participatory evaluation 
approaches (Chouinard, 2013; Cousins & Earl, 1992; Cousins & Whitmore, 2007), 
we began creating a play called  Voices UP!. Community members wrote and 
performed themselves in this play, side-by-side with staff, including the program 
evaluator, who co-created and appeared in the production. We selected theatre-
based evaluation as an approach to allow community members to participate in a 
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responsive, engaging evaluative process that centred on learning (Patton, 1994), 
while providing an accessible medium through which the evaluation narratives 
could be shared. Although the theatre-based project began as a component of 
the larger program evaluation of the Learning Lab ( Leyland, 2016), it became an 
independent evaluation journey that lasted well-beyond the completion of the 
program evaluation (see Figure 1). 
We describe the creation process utilized in the Learning Lab’s theatre-based 
evaluation project, as well as guiding principles and “lessons learned” for evalu­
ators who may want to engage in similar participatory work. In sharing our pro­
cess, we offer a distinctive, creative map for engaging in collaborative arts-based 
evaluation with community members. A glossary of theatre terms is provided in 
the Appendix. 
WHY THEATRE? APPLICATIONS OF THEATRE IN 
EVALUATION AND RESEARCH
 There have been recent calls for the increased use of creative methods in evalua­
tion (Searle & Shulha, 2016; Simons & McCormack, 2007), but—with the excep­
tion of Cozart, Gordon, Gunzenhauser, McKinney, and Petterson (2003 ) and 
Barone (1991 )—the literature on the use of theatre in evaluation remains sparse. 
In other disciplines, research-based theatre is a methodology supported by sub­
stantial scholarship (Belliveau & Lea, 2016), for example, in education (Beck, 
Belliveau, Lea, & Wager, 2011; Belliveau, 2007; Donmoyer & Yennie-Donmoyer, 
1995; Norris, 2000; Prendergast & Belliveau, 2018), and health (Gray, 2011; Has­
sall & Balfour, 2016; Hodgins & Boydell, 2013; Westwood & Gordon, 2016). 
Drawing on the research-based theatre literature, we conceptualize theatre-based 
evaluation as an evaluation process rooted in the art of theatre. 
A distinction should be made between arts-informed versus arts-based re­
search (Cole & Knowles, 2008), and, similarly, between arts-based and arts-
informed evaluation practices (Searle & Shulha, 2016). Whereas arts-informed 
research may use art as a component of a more traditional qualitative research 
design, for example, as a tool for data collection, arts-based work uses the chosen 
artform(s) to influence the entire research project. Research-based theatre en­
courages practitioners to consider how the various components of theatre might 
contribute to the inquiry process from start to finish. Although not all research-
based theatre projects are participatory, many utilize collective creation, an ap­
proach to theatre-making in which a group creates a play collaboratively (Boal, 
1992; Kaufman, 2001; Norris, 2000;  Okello, 2016 ). The script-creation process can 
serve to collect and analyze participant voices in a similar way to other narrative-
based qualitative approaches (Saldaña, 2003). Transforming participants’ words 
into a dramatic form allows the grouping and connection of similar themes and 
experiences. Additionally, theatre gives space for the inclusion of emotion and 
physical gesture in the data-collection and -analysis process. Dramatic techniques 
are particularly well suited for capturing and conveying complex data, with the 
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ability to present multiple, even contradictory, narratives in coherent and engag­
ing ways ( Belliveau, 2006; Saldaña, 2003; Simons & McCormack, 2007). Whether 
relying on simpler techniques, such as selecting and juxtaposing excerpts of 
verbatim quotations that are read aloud with minimal theatrical accoutrement, 
or through the application of more advanced approaches, such as creative stage 
direction, fictionalization, and metaphor (Rossiter et al., 2008), theatre has a 
powerful potential to communicate diverse experiences. 
 Theatre as a methodology may be of particular interest to evaluators work­
ing from a utilization-focused perspective, with an emphasis on maximizing 
the likelihood that findings will translate into actions by the intended users of 
the evaluation (Patton, 2008). Creating, performing, and witnessing live theatre 
can be an emotional experience that may evoke strong responses in both actors 
and audiences (Cozart et al., 2003; Rossiter et al., 2008; Westwood & Gordon, 
2016), conveying the emotional gravitas of participant experiences directly to 
stakeholders. Combined with theatre’s immediacy and ephemeral nature, where a 
performance occurs as an interaction between actors and audience members in a 
particular moment in time, witnessing a play can powerfully motivate discussion, 
reflection, and action. 
Other arguments for the use of theatre in evaluation include representing par­
ticipant experiences more authentically and completely (Barone, 1991; Simons & 
McCormack, 2007); making participating in, and learning from, an evaluation 
more accessible to a wider audience (Rossiter et al., 2008; Simons & McCormack, 
2007); and promoting ownership over findings by those whose experiences are 
being represented (Barone, 1991; Eakin & Endicott, 2006). Such a collaborative, 
empowering approach is particularly appropriate in communities like the DTES, 
where participants may feel disenfranchised and experience marginalization. 
BEHIND THE SCENES: THE MAKING OF VOICES UP! 
Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the theatre-based evaluation project 
and the larger, more traditional program evaluation.  Voices UP! was created over 
22 months, during which time participants met regularly to devise, rehearse, 
perform, and refine the script. Although the larger program evaluation ended in 
August 2016, the play continued as participants revised and performed new ver­
sions of the script until late 2017. 
 The collective creation process occurred within the predefined framework of 
the Learning Lab program evaluation: the staff and program evaluator decided 
that the play would focus on community members’ experiences of taking part in 
Learning Lab activities. The Learning Lab was running several ongoing clubs and 
workshops at the time, and each was to have its own scene in the play. Th e staff 
also wanted the process to move through the general phases of theatre production: 
script creation, rehearsal, and performance. 
Community participants in the play were drawn from individuals currently 
participating in Learning Lab activities and reflected the diversity of the DTES. 
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Figure 1. Evaluation timeline 
The three staff-member participants were Suzie O’Shea (S.O.S.), who ran the 
Learning Lab program; Andrew Leyland (A.L.), the program evaluator; and Chris­
topher Cook (C.C.), the Learning Lab assistant and a theatre artist. Learning Lab 
staff and community members all had previously established relationships. Like 
all Learning Lab off erings, Voices UP! was “drop-in”—care was taken to inform all 
potential participants that no registration or commitment was required and that 
they were free to drop in or out at any point during the theatre-based evaluation 
process. The process outlined here flows from scripting to rehearsal to perfor­
mance, and movement through these phases was determined by the group. In 
other words, the group collectively decided when it was time to move from script­
ing to rehearsal, and if and when the script would be presented to an audience. 
The process was non-linear, as new lines were created mid-rehearsal, and scenes 
were rewritten throughout the process. 
Devising: Conversations to Dialogue 
Chatting over tea and snacks—that is how the data collection for this theatre-
based evaluation began. Seven community members and three staff participated 
in the initial script creation. Participants from the Learning Lab’s Mahjong Club, 
an introductory art workshop, and a community button-blanket making project 
were invited to take part in hour-long conversations about their experiences. 
Some participants had past performance experience, but for many Voices UP! 
was their fi rst play. As part of these conversations, C.C. introduced participants 
to research-based theatre and collective creation. 
To make these initial conversations welcoming for participants who may 
have been uncomfortable with recording, the meetings were not audio or video 
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recorded. C.C. facilitated, asking questions such as “What was it like for you to 
take part in these activities?” and “What stands out to you when you think back 
on attending the workshop?” Based on notes of the responses, C.C. wrote the fi rst 
draft of a scene and shared it with participants for revisions. Participants gath­
ered weekly for one-hour meetings for the next eight weeks, conversing, writing, 
and revising the scenes. The resulting three scenes were framed by a collectively 
written prologue and epilogue, which knitted them together into a complete play. 
Participants were free to edit or withdraw their words from the script at any time 
and could choose whether they wanted to use a character name or their own 
name. Although attendance was not mandatory, absences were rare, and none of 
the participants dropped out of the script-creation process. 
Rehearsal: From Page to Stage 
All participants were given the option to perform their own words. Acknowl­
edging that public speaking could present a barrier to participation, individuals 
could also record their dialogue for use during the performance or have another 
participant speak their words. Of the seven original community participants, fi ve 
took part as live performers, one through audio recording and one by taking on 
the role of a director. An additional community member joined the cast as a voice 
actor, providing recorded monologues. All three staff members participated in the 
live performances. 
As the collective brought the script “on its feet,” staging the performers’ move­
ments, actions, and scene transitions, the script was considered fluid and was 
continually edited to reflect participants’ perspectives. If a participant wanted to 
change a line from their own story, they were free to do so. If a participant wanted 
to add a new a line, the group came to a consensus by deciding whether the line fi t­
ted within the scope of the script (if it was related to their experience of the Learn­
ing Lab) and ensuring that other participants had the same opportunity to add 
dialogue. For example, when one participant wrote a line introducing themselves 
and describing their facilitator role at the Learning Exchange, all participants were 
given the option to add a similar line. Directing and staging decisions were facili­
tated by C.C. but were also made collectively. Rather than simply running through 
the script with participants reciting their lines, rehearsals were an extension of the 
devising process and took the shape of ongoing conversations. 
Lights Up: Evaluation Takes the Stage 
To create the most accessible performance situation possible, we presented  Voices 
UP! as a stage-reading, with actors reading from scripts. For participants who found 
reading to be a barrier, fellow cast-members assisted with cuing and line recital. 
Voices UP! was performed for the first time in May 2016, at a community– 
university academic conference hosted by the Learning Exchange in Vancouver’s 
DTES, to an audience of community members, researchers, and educators. Th e 
stage-reading was introduced to the audience by way of a pre-show speech, ex­
plaining the process used to create Voices UP! and preparing the audience for what 
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they were about to see. The live performance was intercut with audio-recorded 
monologues, dialogues, and projections, representing other voices from the pro­
gram evaluation. The 25-minute performance was followed by a facilitated ques­
tion and answer period (talk-back) between audience and participants that lasted 
nearly 45 minutes. 
Encore Performances and Further Development 
Successive performances over the next 18 months offered participants the chance 
to develop the script further. The second performance, presented in the Learning 
Exchange drop-in space for community members, local organizations, and UBC 
staff and students, included an added scene about an additional Learning Lab club, 
performed by two new participants. The script continued to be revised and devel­
oped for a third performance, which saw the addition of sock puppets, driven by 
several participants who expressed an interest in creating puppets for the show. 
Prior to the third performance, participants also designed and constructed a set. 
The third and fourth performances were presented to audiences of professional 
evaluators, at the 2017 Canadian Evaluation Society (CES) Conference, and the 
CES BC and Yukon Chapter Annual General Meeting, respectively. 
Evaluation through Dramatization 
 The central image of the play is captured in its title,  Voices UP!, and refers to the 
stories and perspectives of everyone involved in the project. Th e performance 
used a wide range of dramatic techniques, including puppets, audience participa­
tion, stage directions, and sound design, to bring the Learning Lab experience to 
life in ways that would be difficult to achieve with a written report. 
 Th e Voice UP! script (2017) contains four distinct scene categories. Th e fi rst 
category,  Dramatizing Numbers, facilitated the inclusion of quantitative data gath­
ered as part of the larger program evaluation and background material necessary 
for the audience’s understanding. The following script selection, from the play’s 
prologue, provides an example of this scene category and draws on data such as 
attendance and facilitator records. 
Prologue 
SUZIE and ANDREW enter and address the audience. 
 SUZIE: (to audience) Over 500 individual workshop sessions, club meetings, 
and learning opportunities— 
 ANDREW : (to audience) Reaching nearly 400 local participants— 
 SUZIE: Made possible by over 40 volunteer facilitators— 
 ANDREW : Over the past four years— 
 SUZIE: Five days a week— 
 BOTH: Around 800 days of programming. 
ANDREW: All of this makes up the Learning Lab at the UBC Learning Ex­
change. 
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SUZIE : My name’s Suzie, I coordinate the Learning Lab. We support people to 
take a step outside their comfort zone, so we’re standing at their learning 
edge together. 
ANDREW: And I’m Andrew, I’m a UBC student, working at the Learning 
Exchange part-time, to evaluate the Learning Lab. It was a three-year 
pilot program—pretty experimental. And now it’s been 3 years, so the 
question is: how’d we do? 
 BOTH: 500 workshop sessions, 400 participants, 40 facilitators. 
 ANDREW : The Learning Lab. 
 SUZIE: (to ANDREW) The Learning Lab is also … much more than these 
numbers. It’s the voices and stories of all the people who participate. To 
really understand the Learning Lab, you have to spend a day in the life 
with us. Ready, Andrew? 
 ANDREW : Let’s go! ( Voices UP! Collective, 2017) 
 The prologue also exemplifies performing self—these roles were written and 
performed by the staff members S.O.S and A.L., who portrayed themselves in the 
play and shared autobiographical stories. The prologue serves to invite audience 
members to explore “a day in the life” with the Learning Lab alongside A.L., and 
to witness both his journey as a program evaluator and the stories of the evalua­
tion participants. 
 The second scene category,  Dramatizing Words, drew on qualitative data col­
lected as part of the larger program evaluation. For example, a monologue was 
created from notes that A.L. made after an informal interview with a member of 
the Mahjong Club. This community member was a part of the program evaluation 
but not a participant in the theatre-based evaluation project. Using these notes 
as a starting point, combined with the experiences of  Voices UP! participants 
from the Mahjong Club, a composite character with the fictional name of Judy 
was created. Composite characters are drawn from the experiences of multiple 
individuals, encompassing more than one participant’s story. Such characters off er 
privacy to individuals taking part in the project, allow for the grouping of similar 
experiences into a single character, and promote dramatization of the data. Not all 
data sets are inherently dramatic, and collected stories may need to be restoried 
into a new form to work as a monologue or dialogue on stage. Research-based 
theatre scholars have pointed to the tension between creating art and engaging 
in research, and to the pull for artistry to overtake the research (Belliveau, 2006; 
Saldaña, 1998, 2003). For theatre-based evaluators the same tension exists. Drama 
is the means by which the evaluation is being brought to life, not a licence for 
fictionalization. Nonetheless, some fiction, such as a composite character, has a 
place in theatre-based evaluation. 
 The third category of scene,  Dramatizing Conversations, includes dialogue 
that was quoted from or inspired through conversations with participants during 
script devising and rehearsal. Participants engaged in these conversations aft er 
learning about collective creation, with the intention of creating lines that could 
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be used in the play. For example, in the play’s Epilogue, a character named Maria 
offers the feedback, “We want activities that help us make connections in the com­
munity, to use the skills we’re learning to give back” (Voices UP! Collective, 2017). 
 The fourth category,  Dramatizing Puppets, includes scenes created for the 
sock puppets. Both the third and fourth categories provided a means to go beyond 
the larger program evaluation, collecting and conveying a deeper understanding 
of participants’ experiences, such as the emotional and relational connections cap­
tured by a fourth selection from the script—the puppet scene. Puppets appeared 
to offer participants freedom from censorship (Cook & Belliveau, 2018). When 
devising the puppet scene, participants pulled on their sock puppets. Function­
ing like a mask, it was the puppets, not the participants, who were discussing the 
ups and downs of taking part in the Learning Lab. For example, the sock poppet 
Love says, 
Don’t underestimate relationship. We can talk-talk-talk-talk and it all comes back to 
one word: Relationship. ... How can you make the workshops and clubs … more at­
tractive? If you come up to me and say, not just—“Hey, this is happening now.” But, 
“Hey, this is happening now and I’m going—do you want to come with me, do you 
want to come too?” (Voices UP! Collective, 2017) 
PLAYMAKING PROCESS: GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
Beyond traditional evaluation approaches, theatre-based evaluation off ers a 
means of engaging and retaining participants, developing relationships, build­
ing capacity as both evaluators and theatre-makers, and stimulating in-depth 
discussions through performance. Theatre-based evaluation can also transform 
perspectives on evaluation. Rather than only an intellectual exercise,  Voices UP! 
demonstrated that evaluation can be a creative, playful act, capable of emotionally 
involving participants and audiences through art-making. 
We identify three core principles that guided our process: 
(1) 	 Creating collectively. Just as “capacity-building is inherent to participa­
tory approaches” to evaluation ( MacLellan-Wright, Patten, dela Cruz, & 
Flaherty, 2007, p. 102), skill and knowledge sharing is intrinsic to collec­
tive creation. Group collaboration created a sense of shared ownership 
among participants and meant that no one person was required to be an 
expert at everything and everyone had a chance to lead. For example, 
while C.C. could assist with staging during rehearsals, he had no experi­
ence in set design or construction. Other participants led this process, 
teaching him and others how to saw and build a transportable stage set. 
The capacity building inherent in  Voices UP! allowed participants to take 
part in an evaluation process in a creative manner, while also gaining 
transferable skills. 
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(2) 	 Staging ourselves . Staff worked alongside the participants, taking part 
in writing and performing, both as themselves and other characters. 
Embedding staff in the process allowed bonding and relationship build­
ing, as everyone shared the nervousness and excitement of each per­
formance (Cook & Belliveau, 2018). The process created a collective 
identity, symbolized by the  Voices UP! T-shirts that all participants wore 
to performances. As Chouinard (2013, p. 245) writes about participatory 
evaluation, “learning takes place” through “the relationships that are 
created.” Staff and community participants supported each other while 
performing self, embodying personal stories on stage. Research in coun­
selling psychology has suggested that performing self is an empowering 
experience that can catalyze personal growth and learning (Westwood & 
Gordon, 2016). In  Voices UP!, performing self also ensured that self-
reflexivity was present throughout the evaluation project (van Draanen, 
2017), as participants devised and revised means of conveying their 
evolving experience to audiences over 22 months. 
(3) 	 We are all artists. One of the challenges of using theatre in research and 
evaluation contexts is overcoming participants’ fears of being inadequate 
artists (Simons & McCormack, 2007). Voices UP! took an approach of 
recognizing everyone’s potential to contribute, regardless of experience 
or skill level in theatre. Fostering an environment where people felt 
welcome and comfortable, sometimes through something as simple as 
serving tea and apple slices during script-writing meetings and rehears­
als, helped to make the prospect of engaging in artistic creation less 
intimidating. Allowing participants to choose their own roles and level 
of involvement supported community members and staff who were ex­
ploring theatre for the first time, while reflecting the Learning Lab’s goal 
of providing low-barrier, strengths-based programming. 
CURTAIN CALL: FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED
 Key findings of the larger Learning Lab program evaluation included the fol­
lowing: (a) sustainable activities grew from the patrons’ interests; (b) activities 
focused on introductory art exploration were among the most popular; (c) ac­
tivities that supported connections with external communities and organizations 
received positive responses from patrons as opportunities for them to give back. 
As illustrated by the excerpt from the Prologue,  Voices UP! was able to com­
municate the numbers and findings captured in the fi nal program-evaluation 
document to diverse audiences who otherwise may not have read the fi nal report 
(Leyland, 2016). 
 The play also contributed new evaluation findings, through scenes such as the 
Epilogue, described above, and audience reaction. For example, during the second 
performance of the play, a Learning Exchange patron in the audience jumped up 
when A.L. spoke the line, “What did we forget [in our program evaluation]?,” and 
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shouted a request for more one-on-one music lessons. After the performance, 
the patron shared their story of taking part in previous one-on-one Learning Lab 
music lessons, and their experience of high facilitator turnover. These are two 
examples of how evaluation data was generated directly from the use of theatre-
based evaluation (Leyland, 2016). 
Several lessons learned emerged from the  Voices UP! creation and perfor­
mance process that may be useful for others engaging in theatre-based evaluation: 
(1) 	 Th eatrical expertise. It was helpful to have at least one collective member 
with a theatre background to off er techniques, help draw out dramatic 
themes, and assist with writing and staging the performance. Groups 
interested in exploring theatre-based evaluation are advised to consult 
or collaborate with a theatre artist. For evaluators interested in learning 
more about collective approaches to theatrical exploration, see Norris 
(2000 ) and Johnstone (1987 ). 
(2) 	 Performances and talk-backs: a two-way street. Performances off ered a 
“two-way” experience, with the presence of a live audience creating a 
new context for learning (Cozart et al., 2003). Including opportunities 
for interaction and discussion after performances through talk-backs 
took advantage of this learning context. Talk-backs allowed participants 
to step into the evaluator role, asking questions of the audience about 
their experiences of the play and conversing with individuals from di­
verse communities. 
(3) 	 Facilitating an ending. What would it be like if community members and 
staff were so excited by an evaluation process that they wanted to take part 
in it over and over again? During the summer of 2017, Learning Lab staff 
contemplated the legacy of the play once its performance run was over, 
while considering ways to create an empowering ending for those in­
volved. After audience feedback at the third performance raised the idea 
of sharing the  Voices UP! story in comic form, participants transitioned 
from collective play making to collective comic making. Th e cast created 
a comic book following the same collaborative process used to develop 
the play. Just as the character of Maria requests in the epilogue of Voices 
UP!, the comic creation process allowed participants to “use the skills” 
they learned “to give back” (Voices UP! Collective, 2017) and ensured 
that participants’ commitment of time, skills, thoughts, and feelings was 
recognized and celebrated in a lasting, tangible form. The comic is freely 
available online (Camman et al., 2017) for evaluators and community 
members who wish to learn more about the theatre-based evaluation. 
EPILOGUE: FUTURE DIRECTION 
Voices UP! illustrates what theatre can offer evaluation practitioners beyond tra­
ditional evaluation approaches. Script creation allows for a creative, participatory 
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means of data collection and analysis, one that has the potential to generate com­
plex new insights through a broad range of theatre techniques, such as allowing 
participants to respond to questions using puppets. Performing a script created 
through theatre-based evaluation allows evaluators to share findings with diverse 
audiences in a more experiential, engaging way than a written report. As theatre-
based evaluation allows participants to take leadership roles in both the evaluation 
process and the findings presentation, this participatory approach also creates an 
empowering learning experience. 
 This article shares one possibility for creating a theatre-based evaluation pro­
ject, but any theatre paired with evaluation should be consistent with the program 
and context being evaluated. Voices UP! captured the stories of participants in­
terested in taking part in a theatre project and is not meant to represent all voices 
from the Learning Exchange, or the DTES. Future research could explore the 
experiences of audience members who witness theatre-based evaluation projects 
(Belliveau & Nichols, 2017) or examine changes fostered and action taken aft er 
theatre-based evaluation projects are conducted. Our theatre-creation process 
began with script writing, but movement or voice explorations are also possible 
starting points for theatrical creation. Future research could explore theatre-based 
evaluation projects that engage in diverse forms of the theatre-creation process. 
 Although Voices UP! was a drop-in activity, many community members 
participated in the production for over a year, and six took part for all 22 months. 
Voices UP! connected participants to the evaluation process, involving them be­
yond isolated activities (such as interview and focus groups)—they belonged to a 
play, and to a collective built on relationships. This process was equally engaging 
for audience members, as  Voices UP! played to packed houses and people were 
often turned away at the door. For community-based organizations for which 
evaluation is key but may be difficult to do consistently, effectively, and meaning­
fully, the  Voices UP! process off ers an example of an innovative way of bringing 
evaluation narratives and findings to life. 
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 APPENDIX: GLOSSARY OF THEATRE TERMS 
arts-based research: Any research project that roots its methodological approach 
in creative expression or specific art forms. 
audience participation: Inviting the audience to actively take part in the perfor­
mance, such as by asking for volunteers to join a scene. 
blocking: Performers’ movements on stage, including entrance and exits cues 
and any physical gestures. 
collective creation: A theatre project created by a group of people working to­
gether. The creators often take on dual roles as writer-performers, presenting 
the work themselves. 
in-vivo dialogue: Script dialogue quoted directly from participants’ own words. 
performing self: Actors portraying themselves and telling their biographical 
stories onstage. 
research-based theatre: A methodology in which theatre informs every aspect 
of the research project. 
stage directions: In a script, the playwright’s notes to the actors, directors, and 
other theatre artists regarding the set, lighting, sound, prop, costume, or 
projection design; character emotions, intentions, or blocking; intended 
audience experience; etc. 
stage-reading: A performance in which actors are blocked, moving about the 
stage with their scripts in hand. Stage-readings may include design elements, 
such as sets and props. An alternative format is a script reading, in which 
actors read the script while seated or standing, and no design elements are 
present. 
talk-back: Following the performance, a facilitated conversation between audi­
ence members and theatre-makers. 
theatre-based evaluation: An evaluation project that draws on research-based 
theatre methodology to conduct an evaluation rooted in theatre creation. 
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